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October 5, 2014
October 4, 2014 at approximately 11:48 p.m.
Sergeant J. Johnson
(707) 449-5200
14-07431
Vehicle Pursuit/DUI Arrest
Deodara Street at Dobbins Street
Don Sheets - 40 years old, Vacaville Resident

On October 4, 2014, at approximately 11:48 p.m., Vacaville Police officers working
in the downtown area heard sustained sounds of squeeling tires nearby. Officers
responded to the area from which the sounds could be heard. Officer N. King
located a vehicle traveling at a high rate of speed in a predominantly residential
area and attempted an enforcement stop. The driver failed to yield and he traveled
northbound onto Gibson Canyon Road, at a high rate of speed.
The driver, later identified as S-Don Sheets, failed to stop for a stop sign at the
intersection of Gibson Canyon Road and Fruitvale Road. The vehicle continued
northbound on Gibson Canyon Road and reached speeds in excess of 80 MPH. The
vehicle was ultimately abandoned in front of a residence on Rustic Lane in the
unincorporated area of Solano County. S-Don Sheets was observed running into a
house. The residence was surrounded by officers and S-Don Sheets was arrested,
without further resistance, when officers entered the home.
Further investigation revealed S-Don Sheets was driving while under the influence
of alcohol. Additionally, S-Don Sheets was found to be in possession of marijuana
in excess of one pound. S-Don Sheets was ultimately arrested for evading in a
reckless manner, driving under the influence of alcohol, probation violation, and
possession of marijuana over an ounce.
Oftentimes, alcohol, speed, and poor decisions have tragic consequences. Vacaville
Police Department reminds our citizens to stay safe by designating a sober driver.
Anyone with information about this incident is encouraged to contact Officer N. King
at (707) 449-5200.

Criminal activity can be reported at www.cityofvacaville.com/police, or you can call “Crime Stoppers” and leave an
anonymous tip at 707-644-STOP (7867). Crime Stoppers may pay up to $1,000 for information that leads to an
arrest.

